Vowel Harmony In Korean
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Introduction
1. Vowel harmony(VH) in Present Korean(PK)l is very difficult to analyze in a natural, simple way because of its typologically diagonal character
(Aoki 1968, Kiparsky 1973, C-W. Kim 1978) and different harmonic
groupings for the same vowels, depending on which environment they occur
in. The aim of this paper is to present a description of Korean VH that is
simpler and more natural than previous ones by examining it from a historical perspective. In this study, I will try to stick to a linear approach.

Characteristics of Korean Vowel HarmOny
2. Korean VH is manifested as noncontiguous progressive vocalic assimilation by which the vowels within a multisyllabic word share a certain common feature. However, the VH system has been difficult to .describe because the vowels of each harmonic class of this language are not likely to
form a natural class. Moreover, the system itself is no longer productive,
operating only in limited environments.
Until the mid-fifteenth century, VH was strictly observed in Korean, but

* I would like to thank Dr. Gregory Lee and Dr. Ho-min Sohn for their insightful comments on an earlier draft. I am also grateful to Dr. Kenneth Rehg not only
for his valuable comments but also for his help in making this paper organized.
1 I follow K-M. Lee(1982) in dividing the history of the Korean language into
chronological stages: Old I}orean(lst century B.C.-10th century), Early Middle
Korean(10th century-14th century), Late Middle Korean(15th century-16th
century), Modern Korean (17th century - 19th century), and Present Korean
(20th century-present).
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thereafter it eroded gradually and now remains only in sound -symbolic
words(SSWs) and between a verb stem and its infinitive suffix. The loss of
the phonemically distinct vowel I AI and the monophthongization of what
had been diphthongs are usually cited as the major causes of the disruption
ofVH.

2.1. Vowel Harmony in Late Middle Korean
In Early Middle Korean(EMK), VH is said to have been observed morpheme internally in general, as well as in the combination of stem morphemes and suffixes, with the same harmonic distinction applied in both
cases. In Late Middle Korean(LMK), however, VH became less strict, and
occurred in limited environments. The VH involved in the combination of
stem morphemes and suffixes occurred only when the suffix initial was a
vowel or, if a consonant, 1nl or III (Moon 1974 : 58), in which case the
suffix had another allomorph beginning with a vowel (W-J. Kim 1971 :
122). In polysyllabic suffixes, only the first qualified vowel could participate
in the' VH. In this respect the morpheme-internal VH was also restricted.
Even within a stem morpheme, VH was restricted since there was a massive influx of Chinese words which did not undergo VH. The VH of this period was observed, as shown in (1) below, with a single harmonic division,
la, 0, AI vs. I~, +, u, i/, with Ii/ also serving as a neutral vowel in
noninitial syllables. Traditionally, in Korean, la, 0, AI are called light vowels, and I~, -t, u, i/, dark vowels. 2
(1) Vowel Harmony in Late Middle Korean3

a. stem internally
tiU
'field'
'cloud'
kulum
tozak
'thief'

tauk
chazam
namo

'very'
'beginning'
'tree'

2 The vowels whose phonetic properties carry some nuance of being big, heavy,
dull, dark, etc. are called 'dark vowels'. 'Light vowels' reflect the opposite nuances.
3 Throughout the paper, Korean words taken as examples are transcribed in
phonetic forms using the Yale-Romanization system for consonants and the IPA
(1961) for vowels, with y, (£ and j replaced by ti, :; and y, respectively, unless
specified otherwise. For an MK consonant ~, which does not exist in PK, ~ will
be used.
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'saying'
malssAm
nilkup
'seven
3mi
'mother'
api
'father'
b. between a stem and a suffix
'to earn-INF'
sal-a
'to live-INF'
p3l-3
tol-a
'to blow-INF'
'to turn-INF'
pul-3
mom-Alo
'body-INST'
'dream-INST'
skum-ilo
'hand-TOP'
'eye-TOP'
son-An
nun-in
'I-TOP'
n()-nin
'you-TOP'
na-nAn
'thief-ACC'
'cloud-ACC'
tozAk-Al
kulum-il
api-lAl
'father-ACC'
'frost-ACC'
s3li-l-il

2. 2. Vowel Harmony in Present Korean
In PK, however, the intermorpheme VH shown in (lb) is further reduced
to the environment of a verb stem plus an infinitive suffix morph (-a/-,a).

As for the harmonic divisions, they are diffrent, depending on whether VH
is featured in sound symbolic words(Sound Symbolic Vowel Harmony:
SSVH) or between a verb stem and an infinitive suffix (Suffixal Vowel
Harmony: SufVH). In LMK, on the contrary, the harmonic divisions were
the same regardless of where VH took place. Consider the following:
(2) Vowel Harmony in Present Korean
a. Sound Symbolic Vowel Harmony
ppakkom
'opening bright small eyes'
pp3kkum
'opening dull big eyes'
tolantolan
'in whispers'
tuZ()ntuZ3n
'exchanging murmurs'
ccrekkak
'squeaking lightly'
'squeaking heavily'
ccekk<Jk
'staggering slightly'
tottong
tuttung
'staggering heavily'
kalangkalang
'slightly suffused with tears'
kibngk-ibng
'fully suffused with tears'
cretkang
'chewing cheerfully'
cilk<Jng
'chewing unpleasantly'
ppreccok
'slightly protruding'
,
ppiccuk
'considerably protruding
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'smiling brightly'
'smiling gently'
'bright yellow'
nulis
'darkish yellow'
holiholi
'slender and small'
hulihuli
'slender but tall'
b. Suffixal Vowel Harmony
phal-a
'to sell-INF'
coch-a
'to follow-INF'
putcap-a 'to catch-INF'
srelow-a 'new-INF'
pal-a
cap-a
'to earn -INF'
'to fold-INF'
katu-a
'to harvest-INF' katu-a
'to confine-INF'
se-a
'strong-INF'
tte-a
'to detach -INF'
kanj,l-a
'thin-INF'
katil-a
'to help-INF'
kaci-a
'to have-INF'
'dull-INF'
muti-a
ppokre-a 'to chop-INF'
ponre-a
'to send -INF'
hota -a
'severe-INF'
kkb-a
'to allure-INF'
Uti-a
'to run -INF'
nanti-a
'to divide-INF'
sWl.gkis

singk+s
nolj,s

PK, as in (2), seems to show two different groupings: la, 0, re, 0 I vs.
1;1., -i, u, e, li, V for the SSVH, and la, 01 vs. I~, i<, u, e, i, li, 0, rei for the
SufVH. As for SSVH, in PK the vowels /41 andl il in noninitial syllable positions behave as neutral vowels, neither undergoing nor blocking the harmony process,4 whereas in LMK only IV was neutral. In SufVH in PK, the
infinitive suffix morph, -a/-~ is determined by the harmonic feature of the
last vowel of the preceding stem. As the last vowel of a stem, IV always
counts as a dark vowel in PK, whereas in early LMK it behaved as a neutral vowel, in which case the VH was triggered by the vowel preceding the
neutral IV.
(3) a. Late Middle Korean
hanapi-nAn 'old man-TOP'
kAlAchi -om 'to teach - NMNL'

sali-nj,n
kalichi -um

'frost-TOP'
'to save-NMNL'

4 Normally the vowels that may cooccur with vowels of any harmonic set are
called 'neutral', as in Vago(1973, 1976). However, voweis that do not participate
in-that is, neither undergo nor block-the harmony may also be called 'neutral',
as in Lieber(1987).
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b. Present Korean
machi-a
'to finish-INF'
kkocip-a
'to pinch-INF'

simi-a
titi-a
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'to soak-INF'
'to tread -INF'

2.3. Problems in Description
The traditional vowel grouping of light vowels vs. dark vowels has been
the basic harmonic division used to analyze the Korean VH system. However, since current standard feature theories are unable to accommodate each
of these harmonic groups under a natural class, the primary difficulty in
the analysis of PK VH lies in the question of how to constitute natural
classes for the harmonic groups. Moreover, the two different harmonic
groupings in PK have complicated the analysis.
Controversies over Korean VH have become more active since Aoki
(1968) referred to it as a 'diagonal' harmony, because the line dividing the
harmonic classes runs diagonally in the vowel chart, as follows:
(4) a. Suffixal Vowel Harmony
li

e

0

-i

u

d

~
0

re
a
b. Sound Symbolic Vowel Harmony
u
e
o

Previous Analyses

3.1. Semantic Diacritic Feature Analysis
Faced with a seemingly irregular harmonic division that made it impossible to embrace the harmonic groups in natural classes under the conventional phonetic feature system, Kim-Renaud(1976) resorts to semantic diacritic features, [light] and [dark]. She presents four phonological rules,
three for the SSVH and one for the SufVH. Her explanation using semantic
diacritic features for PK VH can be accepted as valuable for the SSVH,
since the [light] and [dark] give different nuances in SSWs. However, we
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cannot find any evidence that those features carry some semantic notion in
the SufVH. Here it is doubtful whether a certain feature can be interpreted
differently in different contexts. The use of [light] in her SufVH rule,
therefore, has no significance at all.

3.2. Underlying Vowel Anaylsis
In an attempt to represent the dark/light distinction under the universal
disti~ctive feature system, McCarthy(1983), assigning respectively [ -low]
and [+low] to [dark] and [light], proposes an underlying vowel system of
Korean as follows:
(5) McCarthy's Underlying Vowel System
ij

u

e
a

dark = [ -low]
light = [ +low]

Although this system works very well in grouping the harmonizing vowels for the SSVH in natural classes, it arbitrarily sets up low vowels h/
and /00/ as underlying forms of [0] and [0] respectively, without providing
any plausible grounds for doing so. It is also questionable whether this
system can explain without difficulty other phonological phenomena related
to vowel height. Since McCarthy proposes this underlying vowel system
aiming only at the SSVH, he might need to revise it to cover the SufVH as
well. Actually, when it comes to asking why /re/ and /00/ harmonize not
with /a/, but with /d/ in the SufVH, McCarthy's system does not provide a
good answer.

3. 3. Acoustic Feature Analysis
Y-S. Kim(1985), rejecting as undesirable Kim-Renaud's use of the semantic diacritic features [dark] and [light], tries to find an acoustic basis
for the harmonic distinction. His acoustic feature [Deep Voice Resonance]
(DVR) works well in grouping the light vowels and the dark ones separately according to a single feature in the SSVH. But he neither describes this
5

For this symbol I prefer:; showing its relation to J, just as u is paired with U.
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feature clearly nor gives its source; nor does he provide any acoustic clue
to justify its use. 8-0. Lee(1984) also doubts about the justification of establishing the [DVR] as a new distinctive feature. For the 8ufVH, Y -So
Kim sets up a rule employing Harms's(1982) acoustic fearture system. But
his SufVH rule (6b) does not work with his Korean vowel classification
(6a), which adopts Harms's features. s
(6) a. Y-S. Kim's Korean Vowel Classification

re

e
Dual
Rise

+

ii

0

i-

Cl

+

+

+

+

+

Drop

u

o

+

+

+

+

Rounded

a

+

+

+

+

b. Y-S. Kim's Rule for Suffixal Vowel Harmony

[

-~se ]

+ cent

/

+ drop ]
[ a dual .

[-~seJ
a dual

Co

+-

6 In Kim's classification, [dual], representing 'dual resonance peak', draws a
line between front and nonlow central vowels and back rounded and low central
vowels. [drop] corresponds to [low], and [rise] to [high]. Therefore, li, e, eel
should be [+dual], not [-dual]. A better classification of the vowels, which
would differentiate le/ from IClI and IV from Ii-/, needs more features, e. g. [±
back] or [± central]. Kim's SufVH rule thus seems quite wrong. If we accept the
expanded classification, the revised rule should be :

-~se

[ + cent ]

/

[a dual]

,l
[ JI ~a rise
dual(J

Co

+

But even this revised rule is not satifactory, since one broken-up portion of it,
[

-~se ]

+ cent

[a dual]

does not constitute any VH.

/

Co

+
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Y -So Kim might have succeeded in grouping the harmonic classes for the
SSVH in natural classes by adopting an acoustic feature. But he still has
the problem of dual harmonic distinction-to make it worse, with the use of
noncorrelated acoustic features: [DVR] for the SSVH and [Dual] for the
SufVH

3.4. Diagonal Analysis
Ahn & Kim(1985) and Ahn(1985), preoccupied by the 'diagonal' character of the Korean VH, propose a complicated categorization of vowels
that uses two diagonal lines, as in (7).
(7) Diagonal Vowel Harmony System of Ahn & Kim
(i)

e

The double line distinguishes the harmonic classes of the SufVH, while
both the single and double lines together mark the harmonic division for the
SSVH. Ahn & Kim and Ahn replace the [± low] of McCarthy with [±
L], as the relative, not absolute, heights of the two harmonizing groups.
However, they fail to place their harmonic groups in natural classes with a
universal distinctive phonetic feature. Another major problem of their analysis is that the same feature refers to different vowel groups, depending on
the different VH categories: [+ L] covers only la, 0/ in the SufVH, but
/a,o re, 0/ in the SSVH. Thus, Ire, 6/ are [ + L] in the SSVH and at the
same time [ - L] in the SufVH.

3. 5. Underspecification Analysis
Sohn(1987) vipws the dark/light harmonic dichotomy as a phonological
manifestation of the nonconcatenative association of a feature-sized morpheme [+ low] that spreads from left to right. She tries to describe the
synchronic Korean VH, using underspecification in an autosegmental
framework. But by positing an eight-vowel system" /i, e, re, +, d', a, u, 0/,
she fails to make clear how the surface [0] of the underlying /we/
harmonizes with [a] in the SSVH. In deriving an [o]-[a] sequence as an
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output of /we/ -/a/, as in [tOcakocak] </twecaktwecak/ 'searching for
something pushing aside odds and ends', the two concerned vowels never
show true harmony at any point of the derivation. /we/ carries the two opposite values of the same feature [low] -the morphophonological
autosegmental feature [ + low] and the [- low] of /e/ in the melody tier
-while /a/ takes the autosegmental [ + low]. Although she finally assigns
a single feature [- low] to /we/ by applying a phonetic implementation
rule to get a correct output [0], which is [- low], the [ - low] of /we/
and [ + low] of la/ cannot be said to be in harmony.

3.6. Pending Issues
So far I have examined preVIOUS works that are concerned with
synchronic aspects of Korean VH. This examination reveals two pending issues: Ca) How are the harmonizing vowels categorized? Can they be
grouped in natural classes with a universal distinctive phonetic feature?
and Cb) Do we need different harmonic distinctions for the SSVH and the
SufVH? Can we cover both VHs with the same single harmonic distinction?

A Tentative Reanalysis of PK Vowel System and Employing Underlying
Diphthongs

4. With these pending issues in mind, I will now present an alternative
analysis of Korean VH. Since analyses of a VH system are, of course, dependent upon how we analyze the vowel system within which the VH occurs, I will first examine the PK vowel system to provide the proper basis
for my analysis of PK VH. My analysis of PK vowel system in this section,
though tentative, will reflect the currently and at the same time historically
preeminent vowel-raising tendency of Korean. This reanalysis of the PK
vowel system is supported by the historical development of the LMK vowel
system. Through both synchronic and diachronic examination of two
monophthongized vowels,_ [re] and Cb], I will attempt to explain the weird
behavior of these vowels,' and also establish the need for underlying diphthongs in our vowel system.
4. 1. Vowel Raising Tendency and Vowel Systems
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4. 1. 1. Vowel raising. To begin with, I will look over some deviant
forms from the regular VH of early LMK in order to determine what process is making the whole VH system look irregular. The examples in (8)
below show that in VH environments in PK, [<'I] and [u] are sometimes realized more often than [aJ and [oJ, where the latter are expected by the
rigid VH rule: [aJ is raised to [<'IJ, and [0] to [u].
(8) Deviation from Regular Vowel Harmony

a. Raising in Sound Symbolic Vowel Harmony environments
kkang chong>kkang chung
'in a leaping manner'
krekol<krekul
'frog's croaking'
ccrengkilang> ccrengkilang
'glass-breaking sound'
ttolyat<ttolyat
'clear, vived'
soccak>soccak
'nightingale's singing'
hbUok> hbUuk
'tottering'
b.' Raising in SlJfixal Vowel Harmony environments7
mak-a>mak-a
'to protect-INF'
'to sit-INF'
anc-a>anc-a
'infected - INF'
olm-a>olm-a
'disgusting-INF'
anikkow-a > anikkow-a
'narrow-INF'
cop-a > cop-a
'to play-INF'
nol-a>nol-a
In fact, this kind of phenomenon occurs even in non-VH environments as
well.
(9) Raising in non-Vowel Harmony environments
'father'
a. apaci> apici
'mother'
amani >amini
'eraser'
ciukre >ciuke
'melon'
chamb> ( chamii} > chami
'to see-CNJ'
b. po-ko>po-ku
'I-ADD'
na-to>na-tu
'a thing given free-INST'
kongcca-Io >kongcca-Iu
'COM'
-hako> -haku
7 The raising from [a] to [<'I] in suffix-initial positions is observed more often
after a syllable with [a] than after one with [0]. It should be dealt with more
closely under the separate subject of 'raising'.
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As shown in (8) and (9), the vowel-raising process occurs in abundance
in PK, irrespective of VH or non-VH environment. That is, PK has a general tendency of vowel-raising. One thing to note here is that the raised
forms are in free variation with their pre-raising forms. This raising tendency is obvious in noninitial syllables, which are normally unstressed, as
seen in (8) and (9). As for the stress, it falls on initial syllables in both
LMK (S-N. Lee 1949) and PK (Moon 1974: 84), although it is not contrastive. The following are historical examples of the raising process:
( 10) Raising observed historically
a. pakhti> pakh it
'wheel'
'tree'
namo>namu
'mind'
maAm> maim
'TOP'
b. -An/-i:n>-in
'IMP'
-nala> -nala
Examples (8), (9), and (10) show that there is and has been a general
tendency toward vowel raising in unstressed syllables in Korean. With this
understanding I would view the disruption of VH as a reflection of that
very vowel raising tendency in unstressed syllables, observed both
synchronically and diachronically. Going one step further, I infer from the
direction of the VH disruption the true nature of the Korean VH - horizontal harmony with height distinction.8 That the decayed forms are the results
of raising, not of fronting or backing, suggests that the VH is horizontal
rather than vertical. In fact, if it were a vertical harmony, the decayed
forms, which reflect only the height disorder, would never impair the regularity of back vs. nonback distinction.
4.1.2. Present Korean vowel system (Tentative). Keeping in mind the
horizontal nature of Korean VH, I here tentatively assume (11) as the underlying vowel system of PK in order to mirror the raising tendency.9
8 B-G. Lee (1985), although he advocates a horizontal harmony for Korean
VH, suggests a different type of harmonic distinction, [ATR], based on his interpretation of Hunminjongum-haerye.
9 K-W. Nam (1984) suggests that there is a 'darkening' phenomenon in Korean, in which light vowels tend to become dark ones. His 'darkening' seems similar
to 'raising,' but raising is more comprehensive and general than darkening, in that
the latter can be considered a type of the former and fails to cover the raising
processes occurring between dark vowels themselves.
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(11) Present Korean Vowel System(tentative)
-back
4 high

3 high
2 high
1 high

i
e

+ back

-i

ii

u

j

re
-rnd

-low

<)

J

+rnd

a
-rnd

+ low

+rnd

In fact, PK has unrounded [1 highJ vowels and rounded [2 highJ vowels
as phonetically realized surfaces in stressed and mostly initial syllables: e.g·
pJli 'barley', :rppD 'older brother of a female sibling', bmul 'monster', chJ
ko 'best'. kre: s~kki 'son of a bitch'. assel 'open hearted', etc. The phonemic
status of those four vowels, therefore, cannot be endangered by Ahn's
(1985) comment on McCarthy's IJ. rei in (5) that they are arbitrarily motivated abstract vowels since they have no phonetic import. As for the use
of the n-ary height feature in (11), there is a good reason for giving a
height difference between the two pairs, IJ, 'JI and la, re/. [a, reJ are
lower than [J, 'JJ, which are on the same height level as [BI, £J, and if we
take /s, '€./ as the underlying forms for the unrounded [+ low J vowels
under the 3-height vowel system, then we would need a very odd extra rule
[

+lowJ
-rnd

I

[++ 10wJ

[ +stress ]

like to get the phonetic surfaces like [a, reJ.
In this connection and when we consider the general vowel-raising tendency, employing the n-ary four-height vowel system is worthwhile. Placing la, rei, the underlying forms for the unrounded low vowels, one height
below I:>, jl seems more plausible than McCarthy's arrangement of the
four vowels at the same height, as in (5). Actually the vowel raising has
two phases. It first occurs obligatorily on the [+ low J vowels when they
are unstressed. By this process [el, e', 01, oJ are derived from la~ re, J j/.
Following this first phase, another raising process affects unstressed vowels, except those belonging at the top height. Each raising process raises
vowels by one height only.
The two phases of raising can be formularized as follows:
(12) a. Raising I (obligatory)
+syl
[ + low
n high

J

[n+1 highJ

I

[ -stress ]

(n<3)
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b. Raising H ( variable))O
[

+syl ]
nhigh

[n+l high]

-+

I

[ -stress]

(n<4)

(Raising I precedes Raising H)
Forms that deviate from the regular VH, as in (8), as well as other outputs of vowel-raising as a whole, as in (9) and (10), are all clearly explained by the two rules presented in (12), given the underlying vowel
system (11).
What then is the nature of the raising processes? It is a lenition that reduces the sonority of a vowel in an unstressed syllable. This is also true of
the historical development of the controversial vowel I AI, as we will see in
4. 1. 3. By leaving the back unrounded [2 high] slot vacant, the underlying
vowel system for PK given in (11) even reflects the historical fact that this
slot was once occupied by a sound, I AI, the unrounded counterpart to the
back rounded [2 high] vowel, IJI (see below). Now I turn to the LMK
vowel system to see how that system and the VH in that period were interrelated, and how the VH began to be broken down. This examination will
show that the instability of the vowel system and vowel raising were the
main causes of the start of the disruption of VH.
4. 1. 3. Late Middle Korean vowel system. Although it is agreed that
LMK had a seven-vowel system of li, -t, ~, a, u, 0, AI, the relative positions
in the system of the vowels to one another have been in dispute (S-N. Lee
1955, K-M. Lee 1968, etc.). Different interpretations of Hunmin-jongum
haeryell have produced different analyses of the LMK vowel system. Two
major analyses are as follows:
(13) a. S-N. Lee's Late Middle Korean Vowel System

t ------=-----= u
~

~o
a

b. K-M. Lee's Late Middle Korean Vowel System

)0

II

+

u

~

0

a

A

Within the range of its application, it is optional.
The explication of Hunminjongum, the name of the Korean alphabetic system
invented by King Sejong in 1443.
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K -M. Lee places / A/ in the low back slot and explains the later loss of
this vowel as the result of its instability in being cornered. According to
him, there was a vowel shift in EMK: /u/ was pushed back from its original high central position, /0/ and / A/ were pushed downward from their
original high back and mid back positions, and the cornered / A/ thus became unstable. 12 But this is not convincing; why was another cornered
vowel /u/ not lost and why couldn't / A/ be fronted to a low central position instead of being lost? This analysis cannot even reflect the correct relative height among /a/, /0/, and / A/. In this context, S-N. Lee's model has
an advantage over that of K-M. Lee. His interpretation of Hunminjongiimhaerye shows better the unstableness of / A/ by displaying its relative height
in relation to /a/ and /0/ and its relative backness in relation to /-i/, as in
(13a).
Similarly, Y-S. Moon(1974) posits a four-height vowel system for LMK,
using two height features, [high] and [mid], as follows:
(14) Moon's Late Middle Korean Vowel System

+ high

-back
i

+ back
i-

-rnd

u

d
A

-high

+mid

0

-rnd

a
-rnd

+rnd

Although this vowel system shows very well the relative heights between
vowels, according to HunminjongiAm-haerye, it is still unable to account for
why / A/ was so unstable as to die out. To answer that question I would
suggest an alternative LMK vowel system, with some modifications on that
of Moon.
(15) Reanalyzed Late Middle Korean Vowel System
-back

+ back

+ front -front
4 high
3 high
2 high
1 high

i

ill

u

A

:>

d

a
-rnd

-low
+ low

+rnd

12 Because of the supposed vowel shift, a 'quasi-diagonal' but virtually 'vertical'
harmony should be suggested, according to S-O. Lee (1984).
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In order to maintain the more plausible relative heights between vowels, as
in (13a) and (14), and shun [mid] feature because it sometimes fails to
represent a natural class (e.g. we cannot describe correctly with this feature a palatalization which occurs before li, e, El, but not before lrel, as
can be seen in some languages), I suggest (15). This reanalyzed system
shows very well not only the then correct opposition pairs involved in VH,

Idl vs. lal, lUll vs. I AI, and lul vs. hi, which others fail to indicate visually in their vowel systems, but also the unstableness of V 13 ({A/)and I Uw/).
It is not difficult to see that Iwl and I AI are the most unstable vowels
in the system. The system typology reveals the relative markedness of the
interior vowels la, w, AI, compared with the peripheral vowels, and we observe that Iwl and I AI share their heights with another in the same back
slot, while Id! does not. In addition, because I AI did not have a long counterpart while others did (Moon 1974: 122), it was the first vowel that
began to lose its place. It became raised by a vowel raising process in
noninitial syllables, which were unstressed, and thus lost the high vs.
nonhigh opposition between Iwl and itself. That is why this vowel became
neutralized with Iwl in noninitial syllables. On the other hand, in initial syllables, which were stressed, it changed to lal or hi, assimilating with the
vowel in the following syllable. Considering the possibility of fortition in
stressed syllables, the change of I AI to I al or /:>1 can be understood as increasing the sonority in the fortis position. After the neutralization of I AI

13 When phonemic or phonetic transcriptions of vowels are uncertain or ambiguous, hereafter orthographic forms will be used instead, in italicized uppercase
letters. The following shows (a) the orthographic forms of the Korean vowels and
their corresponding romanizations that r employ in this paper for the sake of convenience, and (b) the romanized orthographic forms and their phonemic and phonetic realization. Those in parenthesis are LMK forms.

a)

f-. ·A,
H··A,

-j. ·0, ..L. ·0, T· ·U, - ..1; ( •. ·V),
I· ·r,
-11· ·0, J.I. ·d, -rj ··iT, ....j •• f, (·1 ··V)

·/a/· ·[a,BJ
o· ·Ial· ·[aJ
O· ·/J/· .[J, oJ
u· ·/u/· -[u]
E· ·/rur),-i-I· -[(ur),-i]

b) A·

CV)· ·/A/··[AJ
j.

·/i/· -[i]

A· ·/ai/· . [(ay), re, €]
0'· ./ai/. -[(ay), e]
6·· /Ji/' . [(Jy/oy), ~, 0]
(j . . lui/· -[ (uy), u]

t· ·/Iuri),-iiI· -[(ury),-iy]
(v)·

·/Ai/· '[AY]
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with /m/ as a result of raising, /m/ was centralized and became /+/,
whereby /W began to compose a new opposition pair with /a/. Thus /a/
came to show an opposition to both /~/ and /i:/: e. g. salsal vs. s91s91
'(light vs. dark nuance of) crawling slowly', and salsal vs. silsil 'light vs.
dark nuance of) stealthily'. Placing /m/ in the high back slot instead of the
high central and assuming the centralization of /m/ to 1+/ can also be supported by the historical fact that the rounding from ± to U after labial consonants took place prior to the fronting of I to I after sibilants.

4. 2. The Need for Underlying Diphthongs
In 4.1. we came to understand how A and 0 harmonize with the low
vowels in the SSVH, by setting up a four-height underlying vowel system
with the two vowels belonging to the [ + low J group. But we still left unsolved the problem of these two vowels in SufVH, where they harmonize
with nonlow vowels. Thus, in this section, we will first make clear through
the examination of the historical change in their behavior why this seemingly irr13gular phenomenon takes place, and on the basis of this finding we
will suggest that the problems concerned here are better explained by employing underlying diphthoings in our vowel system.
4.2.1. Problems of A and O. In 4.1. we examined the vowel-raising tendency observed both synchronically and diachronically in Korean, and on
that basis we set up LMK, and PK underlying vowel systems with which
we could easily group the harmonizing vowels in natural classes. In LMK,
which had the same single harmonic distinction for both the SSVH and the
SufVH, the feature [low J divided the vowels into two groups, with la, A, 'J/
as [+lowJ and the rest as [-lowJ. Similarly, for the SSVH in PK, with
the tentatively established underlying vowel system given in (11), we can
classify the four light vowels, la, re, 'J, j/, as [+lowJ and the remaining
vowels as [ -low J. But even with this system we are still unable to account
for why Ire, j/ harmonize not with the low form, -a, but with the nonlow
form, --;), In what follows, by examining what actually triggers the VH and
by setting up a revised underlying vowel system, I will show that PK also
has a single, not double, harmonic distinction, and that we can, notwithstanding, neatly solve the SufVH problem related to the two troublesome
vowels, A ([reJ) and 0 ([oJ).
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4. 2. 2. The behavior of A and b in Present Korean. With regard to
Raising
in (12b), we have to note that it does not occur when no consonants intervene between the target vowel and the vowel in the preceding
syllable. Consider the following:

n

(16) a. Impossible Raising
po+-a/-a>poa>*poa>(pwa)
'to see-INF'
sso+ -a/-a>ssoa> *ssoa> (sswa) 'to shoot-INF'
ka+ -a/-a>kaa> *kaa> (ka)
'to go-INF'
ca+ -a/-a>caa> *caa> (ca)
'to sleep-INF'
b. Possible Raising
'to protect-INF'
mak-a>mak-a
'to sit-INF'
anc-a>anc-a
olm-a>olm-a
'infected -INF'
anikkow-a >anikkow-a
'disgusting-INF'
'narrow-INF'
cop-a> cop-a
'to play-INF'
nol-a>nol-a
(16a) shows that [a] is not raised to [d] because it is not preceded by an
intervening consonant, whereas (16b) shows that all the raised vowels are
preceded by a sequence of a vowel and one or more consonants. Raising
in (12b) should thus be revised as follows:

n

(17) Raising

n·········revised
[n+ 1 high]

(n<4)

/

However, (17) still seems incorrect when we consider the examples in (18)
below, where the suffix initial is realized as [ -low] [d] instead of [ + low]
[a] even though there are no intervening consonants.

14 Stress is not contrastive in Korean, and PK seems to be losing its word -initial stress, so that vowels in the initial syllables often get raised: e. g. pekre>pikf;
'pillow', talapta>tj,li-pta 'dirty', alin>ilin 'adult', attani>ittini 'how', holre(casik»
hule( casik) 'badly brought-up person: etc. In order to cover this under the Raising
n, (17) should change to

[n+l high]

/
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'to become clear-INF'
'to become-INF'

However, judging from the fact that the suffix initial in this case is never
realized as [aJ, whereas in (16b) the raising from [aJ to [~J is merely optional, the realized surface [~J in (18) cannot be regarded as raised from
[a].IS Rather the form remains unchanged through the raising process. The
reason why the nonlow surfaces, such as [uJ and [~J preceded by [reJ or
[oJ in the SSVH, as in the examples of (8a), e. g. krekul, ccrengkilang, and
hiJUuk, are thought to have been raised from [:>J and [aJ, which were once
in harmony with the preceding [reJ or [oJ, is that they have intervening
consonants before themselves and are in free variation with their low counterparts, just like the suffix initial [~~ in (16b).
Traditionally the two vowels, [reJ and [oJ, have been considered light
vowels for the SSVH and dark vowels for the SufVH. But since the psychological/emotive feature of a sound is derived from its phonetic properties,
and not vice versa, we may well say that the so-called semantic features,
[light land [darkJ, are redundant; that is, those features are determined
automatically by the phonetic properties of a given sound, if in the same
speech community. And since it is hardly imaginable that the same sound
can carry different phonetic properties in different environments, such that
they take two opposite psychological/emotive features, I would label the
two trouble-making vowels, /re/ and /j/, as always light vowels. However,
I would discard the dark/light feature as a harmonic distinction, and instead substitute a purely phonetic feature. Indeed, it is not the case that the
harmonic feature for the SufVH has any psychological or semantic effect.
Furthermore, if we use those semantic features to describe the SufVH, then
we cannot avoid having dual harmonic distinctions in the whole VH system
in Korean, as seen in section 2. Keepng the same low/nonlow harmonic distincti~n for both the SSVH and the SufVH, I will seek a solution to this
problem by putting it in its historical perspective.
4. 2. 3. Change of harmonic status of A and O. In the SufVH of early
15 Any lexical item to which Raising n as a variable rule is potentially applicable can be indexed with respect to the range of applications, mainly in terms of
degree or frequency. However, the infinitive suffix following a stem-final syllable
with [re] or [0] never shows such a variation as observed in the examples (8)
and (9); it always occurs as Cd], never as [a].
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LMK, if the stem-final syllable had a diphthong, A ([ay]) or ) 6 ([:>y]),
the following suffix-initial vowel should be a low vowel, according to the
then strict VH rule. That is, the target vowel was rendered the harmonic
feature of the first element of the diphthong.
However, with the gradual loss of the rigidity of the rule, shortly after
the very first stage of LMK, disorder arose in relation to which vowel, low
or nonlow, the diphthongs should harmonize with in the SufVH. The disorder became worse in Modern Korean, and now in PK, A ([ re]) and 6
([o]),the monophthongized counterparts to the same orthographical forms
of LMK, harmonize only with a nonlow vowel [d] in the SufVH. That is
why those vowels are currently classified as dark for the SufVH. The traditional explanation of those vowels, A and 6, is that they were originally
light vowels-thus, low vowels-but that they later changed to dark vowels
-thus, nonlow-due to the monophthongization known to have occurred by
the end of the eighteenth century. But this explanation is not convincing,
since many examples showing the disorder of the two vowels with regard to
their behavior in the SufVH processes are found in texts published far earlier than the 18th century. Furthermore I cannot find through the
monophthongization any remarkable evidence of split of sounds or the like
which could affect the regrouping of the two vowels in the sufVH environm?Ilt, but not in the SSVH environment. Thus I will try to find a more feasible account of the disorder by looking into the changes undergone by the
monophthongal/i/ at first, and then those undergone by the problematic
diphthongs, A and 6, which end with a similar sound value to Ii/, in the
stem-final syllable in SufVH.
4. 2. 4. Loss of neutrality and underlying diphthongs. In LMK, the monophthongal I <li/) in the stem-final syllable functioned as a neutral vowel at
first, as we have already seen in (3a), but it soon began to lose its neutral
character and changed to [ -low]. The following is an illustration of this
change:
(19) a. Late Middle Korean
hanabi -lAl >hanabi:'W
kAlAChi-:>m>kAlAchi-um

'old man-ACC'
'to teach-NMNL'

b. Present Korean
kali-~

(*kali-a)

noli-~

(*noli-a)

'to cover-INF'
'to aim at-INF'
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As seen in (19), the Ii/ as the last vowel of a stem in SufVH already
began to lose its neutral character in LMK and take up a [ -low J feature.
This Ii/ completely lost its neutrality in Modern Korean and now in PK
functions only as a [ -low J vowel.
Now let us take a look at what kind of changes the diphthongs in question underwent. Consider the LMK examples first:
(20) kay-a>kay-a (kA-a)

tA':Iy-a>tA':Iy-a (tVd-a)

'to become clear-INF'
'to become-INF'

In order to explain (20), I will first examine the structure of the LMK
diphthongs with an off-glide. In LMK there were three different allomorphs
of the locative suffix - [ay J and [<'lY], when the last vowel of a stem was
[ + low J and [ -lowJ, respectively, and [Yd'Y J when a stem ended with [iJ.
In case the last vowel of a stem was a diphthong with a high-front offglide, the following locative suffix was realized as [y~ J. That is, the
highfront off-glide behaved the same way as the monophthongal high-front
vowel·/i/ did, such that it needed an epenthetic segment before the following vowel to avoid a hiatus. The initial [y J of [Y"W J must have functioned
as such an epenthetic consonant-like glide. In this respect, the off-glide,
though nonsyllabic, would better be treated as underlyingly a vowel, because if it had been underlyingly a glide, there would have been no need to
have another glide after it to avoid a hiatus (cf. Choe 1977). From this understanding I would take a diphthong with an off-glide as a sequence of
two vocalic segemnts with a single syllable peak on the first segment, and
therefore use la~ 8!, i L Ai, ':Ii, ui/ as the underlying representations of
[ay, 8Y, iy, AY, 'JY, uy J (in order to differentiate the underlying representations of a high-front off-glide and a high-front simple vowel, 'i' will be
used hereafter for the former). However, I would take the on-glides as
semiconsonants which can be inserted intervocalically to avoid a hiatus.
Bloch & Trager(1942) also treat on-glides as consonantal and off-glides
as vocalic, on the basis of the difference in their phonetic peculiarity.
With I-i I as the underlying nonsyllabic vocalic element for the highfront off-glide of a diphthong, we can explain the behavior of the diphthongs
in (20) like this: the I-LI of I aLl and I ':ILl in the stem-final syllable behaved at first as a neutral vowel, and the following vowel-initial suffix
took a harmonic shape after the I al or I ':I I preceding I -i I :e.g. kaj +
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-al-(»ka~a,tA'Ji+-ala>tA'J.!a. But just like the monophthong /i/, I-if
soon lost its neutral character and behaved as a [ -low] vowel, whereby
the following suffix-initial vowel turned [-low] : e.g. kai.. +-al-·a>kaj,fo, tA
'Jj+-ala>tA'Jja.
In PK, as shown in (21) below, if I rei and/"jl fall in the stem-final syllable, the following infinitive suffix always takes the [ -low] form, -;}, even
though their own harmonic features, given in (11), are [+low].

(21) kre-a (*he-a) (kA-.a)
to-a(*to-a) (to-a)

'to become clear-INF'
'to become-INF'

Here, I would again pose I ail and hi I, instead of lrel and /SI, as the
underlying vowels of A and 6, respectively. By posing these underlying
vowels for both LMK and PK, the change in behavior of the nonsyllabic element of the diphthongs lai land/'Ji Iparallels the earlier presence and later
absence of the neutral character of the monophthongal Ii/ as the last vowel
of a stem in the SufVH. To illustrate this, let us rewrite the examples in
(20) and (21), replacing the phonetic forms of the vowels by their underlying phonemes:
(22) a. Late Middle Korean
ka(-a>ka(- a
t'JAj-a>tA'Ji-a
b. Present Korean
ka(- a(*ka(-a)
t'Ji-a(*t'Ji-a)
The off-glide of la! I and I'J! I worked like a neutral vowel at an early
stage of LMK, so that the vowel-initial suffix took [ + low] feature of the
syllabic segment preceding the off-glide. Before long in the same LMK period, this neutral character of the off -glide began to be lost, and in PK its
complete loss makes the off -glide participate in the SufVH as a [ -low]
vowel. This explanation is exactly parallel to that of the monophthongal Ii/
in the stem-final syllable, as in(19). So it follows that the reason why the
infinitive suffix in PK takes a [ -low] form when it is preceded by a stem
of which the last vowel is seemingly a [ + low] vowel, [re] or [i:i] phonetically, is that the high-front nonsyllabic element of the underlying diphthong
of the [ + low] surface lost its previous neutral character and now functions as a [ -low] vowel, shedding its influence on the next vowel.
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Vowel System and Vowel Harmony Rules of Present Korean
5. In this section I will set up a revised underlying vowel system of PK, a
four-height system with underlying diphthongs, mirroring what we observed in section 4, and will present VH rules of PK on the basis of that
vowel system.

5.1. Underlying Vowel System
With respect to /aU and /'JU as the underlying forms for [re] and [0],
one might suspect that it would be abstract to set up the underlying diphthongs, claiming no phonetic off-glides exist in PK. However, though in limited environments,16 we still have [iy] as a surface form, as seen below:
(23) -iysa
i,ysu
~i

,
,
OpinIOn
,
,
artificial arm
,
,
meaning

suiy
siniy
akiy

'shroud'
'faith'
,
malice'

Besides, monophthongization of the diphthongs of LMK has not been
completed, nor has the thorough lexical restructuring expected as a result
of the monophthongization (Moon 1974). Vacillation between [re] and
[ay], [e] and [ay], [6] and [oy],and [oy],and [U] and [uy] is found in
abundance in PK :
(24)

a. say-sre
ay-re
sanay-sanre
b. say-se
n()y-ne
lcikay-lcike
c. ssoyta-ssata
oyta-ata
oy-a
moy-mo
d. suy-sii
onuy-onli

huy-hu

'interval, distance'
'child'
'boy, manly person'
'three'
'four'
'that thing-NOM'( <ki:kas-i)
'to expose to wind or light'
'to memorize'
'cucumber'
'grave'
'easily'
'brother and sister'
'whistling, swishing'

16 Although [-i-y] does not seem to occur any longer in pure Korean words in
normal speech, it definitely still exists in Sino-Korean words.
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(23) and (24) suggest that we have a good reason for positing underlying diphthongs for the monophthongal phonetic surfaces, [re, e, 0, UJ.
On the basis of the arguments developed thus far, I will posit a revised
underlying vowel system for PK as follows, replacing (11) :
(25) Underlying Vowel System of Present Korean
a. Simple vowels
-back
i

4 high
3 high
2 high
1 high

+ back
i-

;)

a
-rnd

b. Diphthongs
ai, ai, 4i, ;:,!,

u

d

-low
+ low

+rnd

ui

5.2. Glides in Syllable-internal Structure
To recapitulate : in PK SufVH, the shape of the infinitive suffix morph is
determined by the last vowel of the preceding stem, and if an underlyingly
represented diphthong falls in that last vowel position, its second,
nonsyllabic element triggers the VH. However, when the diphthong is the
last vowel of a stem, it is not easy to separate the two elements and single
out the second one in order to mark it as the sole conditioner, because a
diphthong, due to its sequential character, is sometimes represented in a linear framework as one set of features in which two sequential features are
placed on the same line : e. g.,

[=~::~
+ low, +high

]

for /ai /.17 This seems to be an extremely ad hoc way of handling diphthongs, and I would suggest taking up a syllable-internal structure to extract the nonsyllabic segment of a diphthong.

17 The general point here is that a diphthong is a single segment h'"aving more
than one value for a single feature. Feature sequence is thus specified in the same
set of features. This kind of feature sequence is also found in the description of
consonants: e. g. [ -continuant, +continuant] for affricates(Lass 1984).
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On-glides in PK are consonant-like elements, as already mentioned, and
thus can be onset components, not nucleus components (cf. B-G. Lee 1982,
Ahn 1985). Although Sohn(1987) claims it as part of the nucleus, providing evidence from a language game, her observation seems wrong. Let us
consider the language game Sohn uses, in which we insert after each CV a
simulated prosodic unit : a CV composed of a /p/ plus a copy of the vowel
of the preceding syllable. According to Sohn, the inserted copy of the preceding vowel freely includes both the on-glide and the true vowel, since the
on-glide is part of the nucleus. However, contrary to her claim, it is more
likely that Koreans copy only the true vowel in the language. A test of sixteen Korean native speakers revealed the following, with no exceptions:
'rabbit - VOC'
'principal'
'fruit'
'pig'

(26) thokki-ya>tlwpokkipi-yap(*y)a
kyocang >kyop( *y)ocapang
kwasil>kwap( *w )asipil
tweeci > tweep( *w) eecipi

This strengthens our decision to treat an on-glide as part of the onset, not
part of the nucleus. Thus the syllable-internal structure of PK will be
shaped as follows.
(27) Syllable Structure of Present Koren
syllable
R

--------------- I

N
______________
V

Co

(Off-G)

(C)

5.3. VH Rules
With the syllable-internal structure above we can pick out the syllabic
and the nonsyllabic elements of a diphthong separately, with both branched
from the same nucleus. The first element, which is syllabic, is represented
as
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, and the second, which is nonsyllabic, as N.18

I

I

[ -syl]
[ +syl]
Here I suggest that we use a new feature [Nucleic], in order to make the
above representations look simpler and more pertinent to a linear model.
Thus, simple vowels and off-glides are [ + nucleic], and consonants and onglides, [ -nucleic]. The SufVH can now be stated as follows:
(28) Suffixal Vowel Harmony

V

/

[alow]

[ +nucJ
alow

Co

&

[INF

(& : stem boundary)

This rule is interpreted as "the infinitive suffix initial vowel takes the same
low feature that the last nucleic element of its stem carries, regardless of
whether that nucleic element is syllabic."
Then does our analysis of diphthongs work for the SSVH, too? Yes. If we
describe the conditioning vowel in the SSVH as the first nucleic element of
the SSW, when /aij or /'Jij occurs in the first syllable, then the vowels in
the following syllables take the same harmonic feature as that of the first
element of the diphthong. The rule for the SSVH will, therefore, be like
this:
(29) Sound Symbolic Vowel Harmony

V

[alow]

/

[

+nuc
Co [alow J - [{ n high}] - &
SSW
+rnd
(n<4, & : stem boundary)

This rule is interpreted as "a vowel in the stem (see below) of a sound
symbolic word, if it is not neutral (4 high and unrounded), takes the same
low feature as that of the first nucleic element of the word, regardless of
what intervenes."
Here some might raise a question with regard to color-related SSWs.
18 N

is used to represent a feature bundle as being directly linked to the

[ I]
nucleus.
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Color-related SSWs in Korean are often initiated by a prefix /si(s)-/{for
dark nuance) or /sai(s)-/(for light nuance). In this case, all the
nonneutral vowels after /si(s)-/ are [-low], and those after/sai(s)-/ are
[+low] : e.g.,/si-khdmdh/ vs. /sai-khamah/ 'black,' /sis-nuldh/ vs. /saisnolah/ 'yellow.' This naturally results from rule (29). That is, even when
an SSW has an affix boundary within itself, we can still claim that VH is
triggered by the first nucleic element of the word. For example, in /saisnolah/ (*/sais-nuldh/) /0/ and /a/ in /nolah/ harmonize with /a/, the
first nucleic element of the word, not with IV, the nucleic element immediately preceding the affix boundary. This seems to contradict the SufVH in
which the target vowel harmonizes with the nucleic element immediately
preceding the affix boundary. The question arises here why the conditioning
vowels differ, if the two VHs involve similar affix boundaries. We can
answer this question by clarifying the different characters of the two bou'ncaries.
The affixes /si(s)-/ and /sai(s)-/ are derivational, whereas the infinitive suffix -al/ -a is inflectional. Derivational affix boundaries are weaker
than inflectional ones: a stem includes both a root and its derivational affixes, but not inflectional affixes. The bond between a root and its derivational affixes is so tight that the target vowel in the SSVH does not react
as sensitively to the preceding boundary as in the SufVH. That is why 'the
first nucleic element of a word still properly describes the conditioning
vowel in the SSWs beginning with /sai(s)-/ or /si(s)-/. Now consider the
following:
(30) Boundaries in Vowel Harmony
Stem
Deriv.
Pref.

Root

/sis-/

/n{o/u}

/sais-/

l{a/d}h/

-

/mak/

Infl suf.

After VH

Deriv.
Suf.

-

/-ko/(CNJ)

-

/{-d/-a}/

/-hi/(PAS)

(INF)

sisnuldh -ko
saisnolah-ko
mak-a
makhi-d
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This chart not only presents a clear view of the difference in triggering elements between the two VHs, but also shows us that the SSVH occurs only
within stems and the SufVH only across stem boundaries. Therefore, the
term 'sound symbolic word' used in the discussion of SSVH should refer
only to the stem of the word. With this understanding there wiIl be no problem under rule (29) dealing with the SSWs beginning with Isi(s)-I or Isai

(s)-I·
To obtain the correct phonetic surfaces of the forms undergoing VH, we
need more rules to apply to the output of the two VH rules, (28) and (29).
The processes by which the surfaces [re, 6J of lail and [j, oJ of l'JiI are
generated can be illustrated as in (31a), and the derivation of deviated
forms from the regular VH, as in (31b) :
(31) Sample Derivation

lail

a.

b.

Gliding (G)
ay
Monophthongization(M)
re
Raising I (R. 1)
6
anc -a/-<}
t'Ji -a/-<}
'to sit
'to become
-INF'
-INF'

l'Ji/
'Jy
j

0

tt{aihD k{ 'J/u}.l
'rolling'

t'Jt -<}

ttaibl.

t'Jy -<}

ttaybl

M

tj-<}

ttrebJ

RI

anc -a

tCi_<}19

ttrekoJ·

R 11

anc -<}

VH

anc-a

G

ttrekul

I
I
I
I
I

tt<}ikul
tt<}ykul
ttekul

Conclusion
6. So far we have seen that the VH in PK can be explained without invoking the diagonal harmonic division and the dual harmonic distinctions
that are the two major problems in anaiyzing the VH in a natural way.

19 The trend of the loss of word-initial stress in PK, as stated in fn. 14, can be
considered to affect this raising.
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In seeking a solution to the problems of VH in PK, I reached several related conclusions. First, the disruption of Korean VH is merely a reflection
of the overall historical tendency of vowel raising in the language, through
the long period from LMK to PK. The true nature of Korean VH can thus
be considered a horizontal harmony with a high vs. low distinction, since
the decayed forms are the results of this vowel raising, not of fronting or
backing which would hint at a palatal harmony. Second, I posit a fourheight underlying vowel system for PK, with lal and I'JI as [+low], but
at different heights, reflecting the general vowel-raising tendency and the
LMK vowel.. system.-. And then I set up lail and l'JiI as the underlying diphthongs of A and 0, respectively, on the grounds that monophthongization
has not yet been completed. The two elements of a diphthong, syllabic and
nonsyllabic in sequence, are branched from the same nucleus. The
postvowel off-glide is taken as a nucleic element, whereas the prevowel onglide as an onset component. Here a new feature[Nucleic] is employed to
accommodate nucleic/nonnucleic character of glides, in a linear framework.
As for. the conditioning element of the VH, it is the first nucleic element of
a sound symbolic word in the SSVH, and the last nucleic element of a verb
stem in the SufVH, regardless of its syllabic value. It follows from this that
on-glides do not participate in either VH, while off-glides participate in the
SufVH. Therefore, in the SufVH, when the last vowel of a verb stem is A
or tJ, the final element/Vof the underlying diphthong lail or hi! of the
vowel determines the following suffix morph. In this case the III now
works as a dark vowel, which is [-low], not as the neutral vowel that it
once was historically. It thus chooses the [-low] from, Od, for the following
infinitive suffix morph. The phonetic surfaces of the underlying diphthongs
are obtained through monophthongization and raising, after VH processes
have been completed. By the analysis proposed in this study, the longstanding problems created by the diagonal grouping of the harmonizing vowels
and the duality of harmonic distinctions are resolved without destroying the
traditional concept of psychological/emotive features, [dark] and [light].
The proposed analysis, which sticks to a linear approach under the Standard Generative Phonology (SGP) framework, also shows that Korean VH
can be neatly described without recourse to the autose~mental or other post
-SGP frameworks.
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ABBREVIATIONS
ACC:
ADD:
CNJ:
COM:
END:
IMP:

accusative
additive
conjunctive
comitative
ending
imperative

INF:
INST:
NMNL:
PAS:
TOP:
VQC:

infinitive
instrumentive
nominalizer
passive
topic marker
vocative
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ABSTRACT
Vowel Harmony In Korean
Sayhyon Park
This paper aims at presenting an alternative analysis of Korean vowel
harmony that is simpler and more natural than previous ones. Through the
examination of various factors from a historical perspective, the vowel
system of present Korean is reanalyzed. By placing both A ( ~ )and 0 (...L)
as harmonically [ + low J in the four-height vowel system, and by analyzing
A ( H) and 6 (-4) as underlyingly diphthongs, the longstanding problems
created by diagonal harmonic division and dual harmonic distinctions are
resolved without destroying the traditional concept of emotive features,
[darkJ and [lightJ.
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